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Foreword
We live in a rapidly changing world, with drastically increased consumption of products and raw materials,
a deteriorated environment and climate change, but also with great opportunities to change consumption
behaviours and thereby improve resource efficiency. Business and industry have an important role to
play in the necessary transformation to a more resource efficient society. A green race is under way
between enterprises to determine who will take the lead – which companies will be the future leading
suppliers of technical and commercial solutions to the world’s increasing resource challenges. But there
is also competition at a higher level, between nations to support, by means of various political initiatives,
development towards resource-efficient business models.
Sweden, with its strong traditions in industry, innovation, technology development and sustainability, has an
important opportunity to take the lead in the green race. But in order for Sweden to develop into one of the
most resource-efficient nations, we need to support innovation and create effective markets. A wise strategy
that uses policies and control mechanisms to guide us in the right direction is essential.
We need to go from words to actions fast. An active and coordinated effort from Sweden’s government and
other public sector players working with the private sector to promote resource efficiency would result in
clear competitive advantages for the export industry on which our country is so dependent. Many of the
necessary measures require an intense international effort, but some can and should be tested at the national
level – and even regionally – before being placed on the international agenda as good role models.
To give Sweden the edge in the transformation towards a more resource-competitive world, we need
to quickly develop a strategy on how to become a resource-efficient society. This strategy must include
incentives to develop new resource-efficient products, processes and services, and include market regulation
that allows these to become established quickly. This project aims to create a vision for how to proceed.
We would like to express our gratitude to the companies and organisations who have enthusiastically
contributed their experience and expertise to this complex and urgent project.
Anders Narvinger
Chairman of the Steering Committee
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Summary
BACKGROUND AND PROCESSES SO FAR
IVA began focusing on resource efficiency in the
Resource Efficient Business Models – Greater
Competitiveness project in 2014. The project goals
are to inspire business and industry to focus on resource-efficient commercial opportunities, to identify
which control mechanisms are needed for a resource
efficiency transformation and to create a platform
for dialogue between the private sector and political
sphere. If regulations and laws are to be designed to
promote both sustainable development and Swedish
competitiveness, an open dialogue between the private sector and policy-makers is crucial.
What does IVA mean by resource efficiency? We see
resource efficiency as a goal for society to do the right
things in a continuous process of innovation. We
regard a circular economy as a means of achieving resource efficiency. To limit the scope of the project, the
focus has been on the use of biological or technical
materials and products. This means that other areas
with a significant impact on the environment, such
as energy, climate, water, biodiversity, air and land,
all of which are important aspects of the concept of
resource efficiency, are not covered by the project.
The first report produced by the project, Facts and
Trends Towards 2050, described the resource challenges leading up to 2050 in five industries: input
goods, infrastructure, capital goods/durables, consumer products and food. Inspiring examples from
participating companies were presented in this report.
Resource challenges going forward were analysed and
business logic in each of the sectors was discussed.

In the second project report, Pathways to 2050, five
material flows were studied – one from each sector
– to illustrate what the material flows look like and
how their efficiency can be improved. The material
flows analysed were: biomass from wood, concrete,
steel, textiles and food. A common problem in the
analysis of material flows was the lack of reliable
data for the flows. The materials chosen by the
project can be seen as examples from each sector and
a first attempt to illustrate how they flow through
society.
Based on the results, the project’s sector-based work
groups discussed where commercial opportunities in
improving resource efficiency in the materials flows
might exist. Particular attention was paid to the great
potential to generate innovation for more efficient
material flows through collaboration within – but
above all between – sectors. It was determined that
control mechanisms would be needed in a number of
areas to stimulate development of new commercial
opportunities and business models, but due to the
aforementioned lack of reliable data, it is difficult
at this point to be sure what effect various control
mechanisms would have on resource efficiency for
certain flows.
In addition to the process of cross-sectoral analysis
and documentation described above, reports for each
sector will be published separately. These will essentially consist of information compiled from previously published reports, but will be presented for each
sector individually.

CONTROL MECHANISMS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the final phase of the project IVA identified the
types of government support needed by the business
community to promote more resource-efficient business models while remaining competitive at the same
or a higher level. The horizon for the project has
been brought forward to 2025. The starting point is
a market economy approach, while being mindful
of the fact that the market does not always have the
ability to control external influences or fix poor competitiveness, at least not quickly enough. This does
not, however, necessarily mean that control mechanisms always need to be introduced to, for example,

limit the extraction of scarce raw materials. If
ownership of the resources is well-defined and there
are effective markets setting the price of resources,
control mechanisms are not normally needed.
At lot of work remains to be done before effective
control mechanisms can be implemented. The policy
development proposals presented in this report,
which are based on experiences and suggestions
from a large number of companies, industries and
researchers, show a common need for clear ground
rules to facilitate new resource-efficient business
models.

SUMMARY

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
While working on different parts of the project,
three important principles were defined and provided
guidance in determining what should distinguish a
resource efficiency strategy. The three principles are:
• Increase systems thinking
There is a fundamental need to analyse resourceefficiency at the system level. Imposing controls
without having a comprehensive understanding of
the resource flows will make it more difficult to
determine how to achieve efficient resource usage.
The links between different parts of the whole need
to be more clearly defined.
• Economise with natural resources
A guiding principle for industry and society must be
to economise with the resources we have. The need
to improve efficiency in resource usage globally is
based on cost, environmental imperatives and an
increasing demand for sustainable products. The
extent of this demand is, however, affected by how
attractive products are to consumers, which is in
turn influenced by a number of factors. This is where
control mechanisms and policies etc. come in.
• Produce better fact-based input to inform
decisions
Efficient resource management is linked to
increased resource productivity and disengaging
economic growth from resource usage. There is
still insufficient information about the flow of
several of our important raw materials. Both
policy-makers and the business community
need reliable access to data on which to
base their decisions.
In the following chapters these three principles will be concretised in the form of
proposals for the areas, highlighting where
policy development is especially urgent.
The emphasis is on areas the sectors have in
common, where various control mechanisms
are needed to promote new resource-efficient
business models (in the chapter called The
project’s policy development ideas for resourceefficient business models). A brief insight into the
differences between industries is also presented (in the

Sector analysis chapter) to underscore the fact it will
be hard to introduce general policies bearing in mind
the varying effects the control mechanisms can have
in different sectors. In this way the report provides
critical analysis of the challenges facing society, rather
than just providing simple solutions. Many difficult
choices will need to be made to create a resource-efficient society.
In Appendix A and B various ongoing resource
efficiency initiatives in Sweden and abroad are listed
and different control mechanisms are explained and
exemplified.
Finally, the time factor is emphasised – urgent
action is needed. A strategy needs to be developed in
the near future containing long-term and predictable
rules, designed by the Government in consultation
with the business community. Control mechanisms for
resource efficiency should be developed as incentives
and based on facts, and be targeted and designed in
consultation with the relevant stakeholders. The control mechanisms need to fully reflect the real situation
for private sector players and make it “easy to do the
right thing.”
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THE PROJECT’S POLICY DEVELOPMENT IDEAS FOR RESOURCE-EFFICIENT BUSINESS MODELS

INTRODUCTION
What do resource-efficient business models look
like? And what is needed to drive society and industry towards resource efficiency? This chapter starts
with a general discussion about the change in business logic, which has already started to happen to
some extent. Next we present policy development areas that are common to sector work groups’ analysis.
Sector-specific needs will be described very briefly in
the Sector analysis chapter. Detailed analysis of each
sector will be presented in separate sector reports.
The results below emanate from the work groups’
workshops and joint sector meetings, as well as the
visions and goals formulated there. Prior to this,
analysis was produced within the framework of two
previous cross-sector project reports.
The participating companies have been divided
into five work groups: Input Goods, Infrastructure,
Capital Goods/Durables, Consumer Products and
Food, to provide breadth and representativity. To
support the five work groups, an Analysis group has
identified types of control mechanisms that could be
effective in policy development.
For Sweden, sustainable basic and manufacturing
industry is of fundamental importance to sustain
export revenue and for a future resource efficient
society. Many industry business models are, however,
based on selling as many new products as possible,
which is problematic from a resource perspective. It
is often easiest and most profitable and practical for
consumers to buy new products rather than repair
broken ones. To create new conditions for efficient
resource management while also generating commercial benefits, a shift in the focus of business models
is needed – from selling products to selling the use of
them or selling products as a service. This new approach requires a greater focus on the first phase of a

product’s life – development. How can we create the
necessary conditions for a life cycle with a positive
imprint?
More comprehensive service and second-hand
markets would create new jobs and reduce energy
usage.2 These types of business models focus more
on the consumer, opening up new possibilities for
suppliers to refine their offering and get paid for
their know-how. This could be, for example, in
the form of helping customers use products more
effectively and thereby reduce energy consumption
and/or improve product performance. By introducing new revenue models, payment for a product
could be extended over the period the customer
uses it, instead of as a single payment upon purchase. Suppliers often see this as a way of increasing
revenue, while customers regard it as a cost-cutting
opportunity.
One important aspect is to understand the value
created in customer processes; how the bottom line is
affected and who bears the financial risk (i.e. acts as
the bank). Another question is how guarantees and
insurance policies need to be changed. By producing
resource-efficient offerings based on the customers’
value-generating processes, service innovations can
improve efficiency, differentiate, create experiences,
assist or finance the customer.
A key consideration in creating service innovation
is that the customer needs to regard products in a
different way so that the emphasis is on access rather
than ownership. Consumer buying behaviour is also
determined by the cost of purchasing services, which
in turn is affected by tax rates. Making services more
attractive by reducing the cost of buying services, repair, renovation etc. could help steer consumers from
consuming products to buying services.2
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Figure 1: Model of life cycle stages for an individual product (in this case a car) and strategies for business models to make the product
more resource-efficient.
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RESOURCE-EFFICIENT BUSINESS MODELS
A number of basic components are needed to create
resource-efficient business models, each of which is
tied to different phases in the product’s life cycle.3
Production
• Transition from physical products to virtual ones
wherever possible, e.g. e-books and e-services
for music and film.
• Designing products and optimising manufacturing
to facilitate resource efficiency:
–
recycling,
–
repair and
–
renovation/remanufacturing.
• Using renewable or recyclable materials from
sustainable sources. Waste should also be
regarded as a resource and the cycle must be
non-toxic.
• Making production resource-efficient
and minimising waste.

Usage
• Increasing utilisation of products and resources by
creating sharing platforms and promoting cooperation
across sector lines to make use of products/resources
that are not being used enough, selling services based
on product use (servicification) and promoting the
creation of second-hand markets to make greater
utilisation possible.
• Prolonging the life of products, with optimal product
performance and resource efficiency throughout the life
cycle by repairing and renovating products.
• Taking into account the life cycle perspective to
minimise costs and energy needs during the user phase.
Recycling
• Firstly, remanufacture and renovate components and
products for a second life instead of discarding them
and manufacturing new ones, and secondly, recycle
materials. This “waste hierarchy” needs to be followed to
get the greatest possible value out of products before
they are ultimately recycled to produce energy.

THE PROJECT’S POLICY DEVELOPMENT IDEAS FOR RESOURCE-EFFICIENT BUSINESS
LIVSMEDEL
MODELS

JOINT POLICY AREAS
Based on the work of the work groups, the project
has identified six areas where policy development is
urgently needed for all five sectors represented in the
project:
• Analysis and cost assessment for several resource
flows and for the level of utilisation of products to
get an overview and to be able improve efficiency of
product and infrastructure use, and to minimise waste in
various industries.
• Cross-sectoral collaboration, an interdisciplinary approach and a system perspective need to be promoted
to get away from today’s silo mentality in education and
research, and in the private sector and politics.
• Traceability and preparation for repair, renovation,
re-use and recycling. Promote traceability through
digitalisation etc. and create incentives for designing
and developing products to simplify repair, re-use and
recycling.

• Increase product use through a sharing economy and
servicification. Here it is necessary to study how a
company’s bottom line would be affected, and to review
laws to see how liability, insurance and permits would
be affected.
• Efficient markets for secondary raw materials and
waste, and advanced collection structures (e.g. in
construction, textiles and food) need to be established,
preferably in global markets.
• Increase the use of recycled and renewable materials.
New perspectives on resource use and the value of resources in society need to be established to increase use
of recovered or renewable materials. Put a premium on
materials with properties that increase resource efficiency
and reduce production waste.
These six areas are discussed individually below. All
areas need to be addressed, both globally and nationally.

Figure 2: Diagram of how the project’s six target areas are linked.
Target area: Cross-sectoral collaboration

Target area: Increase the use
of recycled materials
Target area: Promote
traceability and design
for recycling

Target area:
Increase
utilisation

Target area: Analysis and cost assessments

Target area:
Effective markets for recycled
materials
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Analysis and cost assessments
BACKGROUND
While working on the Pathways to 2050 report,
it became clear that there is a lack of analysis of
the material flows in society. There is no reporting
requirement for material usage, nor are there any
standards for the reporting that is actually done.4
Analysis carried out for the project report clearly showed the need for a further description of
society’s material flows to create a more comprehensive picture of resource usage and possibilities
for improving efficiency at the national level. This
type of analysis would also give an idea of possible
synergies between different industries – an equally
important factor in helping to significantly increase
resource efficiency.
How the value of resources is established in general is currently not well documented. The value to society of different resource efficiency measures needs
to be established. One important issue will be who
should be responsible for tracking and documenting
the use of products and infrastructure.
The project has also identified a need to document
the extent to which manufactured products are being used to see how this can be improved. This could
be done through new business models; for example
if products are being seriously underutilised (such as
cars) or by demonstrating the need for new technology if the main environmental impact of products is
in the user phase (such as washing machines).

Figur 3: Triangle diagram of measuring resource efficiency at
different levels, from EU Resource Efficiency Scoreboard.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?
Better analysis of material flows in society, locally,
nationally, within the EU and globally, is needed but
is a very time-consuming and costly process. A first
stage would require a national player to be responsible for tracking the larger resource flows in society
on an ongoing basis, and to process the data and
make it available.
Measuring resource efficiency is difficult – both
because there are no reporting requirements for
resource use and because there are no uniform
standards for what is actually measured. The EU has
created a Resource Efficiency Scoreboard as a tool to

measure resource efficiency at the national level.5 But
neither material flows nor product utilisation levels
are included in the tool. Measuring methods need to
be developed on more levels. To develop a practicable measure of resource productivity that actually
leads to more efficient resource management, more
materials and products need to be included.
Control mechanisms are needed to promote standards that make it possible to compare flow data from
different industries or parts of flows. For example,
we need to clarify how to use what is classified as
waste etc., and systems for this need to be developed.
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One of the difficulties in measuring resource productivity is that product utilisation levels have not been
tracked and documented. There are also problems
relating to traceability, integrity issues and the Personal
Data Act, all of which make this more difficult to manage. Also, a discussion on the optimal utilisation level
or life of various products and resources is complex and
these vary greatly depending on the product in question.
But despite the difficulties, product utilisation is one of
the most important benchmarks for increased resource
efficiency/resource productivity to save costs, increase
profitability and competitiveness, and to improve efforts
to save the environment and climate. Standards for
resource efficiency could be valuable tools, both to drive
this work and as an effect of it. Some standardisation
methods are already being discussed, for example at the
Swedish Standards Institute (SIS).6

POLICY DEVELOPMENT
A decision is needed on which players should be
responsible for tracking and documenting the level of
product and infrastructure use, and which players should
be responsible for tracking resource flows (including
waste) within and between different industries. We
also need to more clearly define what needs to be
measured (production, material and energy consumption,
usage levels during the life of products etc.). Where
responsibility for individual statistics areas (waste, material
flows, infrastructure etc.) is satisfactorily established, we
still need better intersections and sharing of statistics
between players. The project does not have blind faith
in data and statistics, but believes that more indicative
measurements are sufficient to show change.

Cross-sectoral collaboration
BACKGROUND
One major obstacle for resource efficiency today is the
lack of collaboration among companies and across
sector lines, as well as within the political sphere and
among education and research institutions. The silo
mentality is preventing a broader system approach
from emerging and is a serious obstacle for resource
efficiency and competitiveness in society in general.

No one player is “owning” or driving the issue of
what Sweden, at the national and system-wide level,
should do to increase resource efficiency today. The
Government has, however, started paying attention
to the idea in recent years. At this time a lot of the
resource efficiency efforts in industry lack a sound
regulatory framework.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
The project has determined that resource efficiency
needs to be analysed at the system-wide level and that
policy-makers should be responsible for much of the
coordination needed to make this to happen. At the
same time, the companies participating in the project
feel that the political sector does not have the right
tools to drive resource efficiency development.
Sustainability requirements, in which resource
efficiency is one component, demand an interdisciplinary approach, a system perspective and thinking
across organisation lines. Enterprises, universities,
research institutions and research funders all need to

review their structures, make changes and allow new
partnerships to form in order to act from a system
and interdisciplinary perspective.7, 8 Meanwhile, some
promising initiatives have been under way for a while,
including ones initiated by VINNOVA, Sweden’s agency for innovation.9
The project emphasises the importance of keeping the whole social system in mind when designing
education and research programmes. Studying and
increasing awareness about resource efficiency from
a system perspective at all levels of education would,
for example, give students a greater understanding of
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these issues as they enter the workforce. In addition to
spreading knowledge over system boundaries, we also
need greater industry knowledge at universities.
Research funders have an important role to play
to raise interdisciplinary and system-wide resource
efficiency issues in society and, although funding
proposals with an interdisciplinary angle are becoming more common, the project believes that more can
be done. We cannot solve the problems of tomorrow
with yesterday’s solutions. We instead need to focus
more on groundbreaking and cross-sectoral research
and learning.
Concrete research and development initiatives and
partnerships also need to be encouraged among companies and between the private and public sectors.8
Here, however, the work group companies pointed
to significant financial risks associated with product
development and innovation. These risks, of course,
increase the bolder and more cross-sectoral the
investments become, for example in the development
of systems to recycle material flows of plastic, gravel,
steel etc., or batteries to store renewable energy in a
climate context.10
Despite the obstacles for intense collaboration
between competing companies that exist today, it is
possible to encourage partnerships gradually. This

could be done, for example, through open innovation initiatives11 by encouraging greater transparency
through benchmarking between companies.12, 13
We need different kinds of industry meetingplaces,
such as a “clearing house” for resource efficiency, for
a better exchange of information across sector lines,
for exchanging experiences and discussing challenges
in resource efficiency efforts. There is a strong belief in
the boost the transformation would get if the business community could be better at cooperating across
company and sector lines. This could for example,
happen in the food and consumer products industries
where limited transparency and tough competition are
preventing effective partnerships from being formed
on issues such as resource efficiency.
New forms of collaboration are also needed, such as
public-private partnerships (PPP) where private and
public sector players enter into long-term partnerships to share risks and financing. Such partnerships
could develop new recycling technology.8 Methods
and conclusions from promising initiatives such as the
VINNOVA programmes: Strategic Innovation Areas,
Challenge Driven Innovation and VINNVÄXT, as well
as the Agency for Economic and Regional Growth’s
NRP 9 Innovation programme, could be spread and
built on.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Environmental laws or how they are applied may
in some cases need to be reviewed. The importance
of the resource issue is expressed in the opening
paragraph, but experience shows that the laws have
unfortunately had little impact.14 For example, there
is an inherent conflict between increasing recycling –
which is good for the environment in a larger perspective, and local environmental standards – which
can prevent the goal of increased recycling from being
reached. It is therefore necessary to determine whether
the laws need to be changed to reward recycling and
promote resource efficiency without missing the point
of the environmental laws.
The importance of government authorities being prepared to handle broader resource issues
and working together on them was stressed by the
project companies. One proposal was to create
a “ministry for resources.” From a political and
legislative perspective, a more plausible solution to
the problem is to strengthen the ability of existing

ministries to handle resource issues; for example, the
Ministry of the Environment and Energy could work

Proposals from the All Party Committee
on Environmental Objectives15
“We also propose that the Government appoints
an independent Council on Climate Policy. The
Council’s tasks would include providing a second
opinion by reviewing all of the Government’s
climate policies and in particular ensuring that
policies in different areas have the same objectives.
A model for the Council on Climate Policy is the
Council on Financial Policy, which is examining
economic policies in relation to the financial policy
framework established by the Riksdag.”
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in cooperation with the Ministry for Enterprise and
Innovation and the Ministry of Finance.
Clear priorities for resource issues are needed
among policy-makers. For this reason in particular,
it is important to significantly increase cooperation
between ministries.
More funding is needed to create and scale up innovations.7 One possible co-financing model could involve
public-sector players (including municipal authorities),
the private sector and stakeholders in public-private
partnerships (PPP). The research community should
then drive development all the way to commercialisation, as the step into large-scale and commercially viable goods or services is the most difficult one. Support
may be needed for the development of products and
services, such as regulation or other support (credit,
insurances etc.).16 Another important possibility is
support for technology development through public
procurement.17, 18
Several companies participating in the project

pointed to opportunities for more publically funded research that is demand-driven from industry.
Research is needed to help companies be more resource-efficient, for example research in new recycling
technology. Companies in the fast-moving textile and
consumer products industries want the Government
to drive necessary joint sector research and enable
more active participation in designing and executing
important research initiatives closely involving the
private sector. Some sort of financial risk-sharing
instrument would be valuable.
One suggestion put forward by the project to
enable the private sector to influence research is
an instrument for risk-sharing and joint research,
where companies could co-invest in research to
solve sector-specific sustainability challenges, such
as textile recycling. This would allow companies to
run essential joint sector research programmes
and allow more active participation in designing
and executing important research initiatives closely
involving the private sector.

Traceability and preparation for repair,
renovation, re-use and recycling
BACKGROUND
In order for manufacturers to take full responsibility
for their products in a life cycle perspective, traceability for materials and products is needed, and products
need to be prepared for the repair, renovation, re-use
and recycling phases back in the design and production phase. This applies both within industries and
for materials and products from other industries. One
example of this is the infrastructure sector, where the
amount of demolition is low in relation to how much
is built. For this reason it is hard for the industry to
close its own cycle of raw materials and products. In
the bio-based raw material sector, raw materials are
often mixed in basic industries with other materials in
strong compounds that are difficult or impossible to
separate later on in a recycling system.
Inadequate sorting of waste into fractions
makes collection and traceability more difficult in

infrastructure and several other sectors. Also, some
materials, such as plastic for industrial production, are
not available in sufficient quantities or of sufficient
quality (see the section Increase the use of recycled
and renewable materials).
Traceability initiatives are associated with significant costs, particularly in the case of products with
hundreds or thousands of components the design and
content of which are changed often. It is also more difficult when products are traded globally. For long-life
products, such as durables and buildings, the situation
is more difficult due to things like fragmented construction processes, the long periods during which the
products are used and have multiple owners (often in
different countries and continents) between stages such
as production and renovation, re-use and recycling.
More funding is needed for demonstration projects.
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The recycling industry shows how information actually facilitates dismantling of computers, pumps, mobile
phones etc. on an industrial scale. On the other hand,
experience from regulations and directives such as
REACH (chemicals) and RoHS (hazardous substances
in electrical and electronic equipment) shows that it
is difficult to compile and update a full list of contents for complex products with many components
and that administration is costly.19 The complexity is
further increased by the fact that Swedish companies
often buy globally.
As mentioned in previous chapters, in order to take
advantage of the benefits of traceability, we need more
waste fractions to improve recycling and to ultimately
promote design for recycling.20 More R&D is needed
to separate fractions such as those in mixed flows.
With some products there are problems relating to
scale, quality and technical specifications where, for
example, the supply of secondary materials is often

irregular and geographically dispersed. One example is
demolition and construction waste. Recycled plastic is
another important example. There are numerous types
of plastic that should be separated and treated differently, but where labelling is not always complete or
done systematically. In the cases where there are fears
that the quality of collected materials is too low, systems for sorting, quality assurance, standards, classification and labelling may be helpful. Public sector players could also help promote the emergence of markets
for secondary materials. Scrap steel is, for example, divided for quality reasons into many categories depending on origin, dimensions and analysis. The classification and reporting of various types of scrap metal is
the result of voluntary agreements between scrapyards
and steelworks, and works at the global level.21 The US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has created
Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines to promote
the use of secondary raw materials.22

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
To promote renovation, re-use and recycling, and at the
same time increase demand within industry for recycled
materials, incentives are needed as early as the design
phase so that products are developed that are easy to
renovate, re-use and recycle. Furthermore, the content
and origins of materials and products should be reported more clearly. When a product has served its time, its
contents and origins should be clearly apparent.
At the same time, communication and information
transfer between different players in the value chain
need to be improved to obtain the desired effects of
traceability. The system should be simple and automated so that it can be implemented and be cost effective.
Developing the internet of things (IoT) could facilitate

this. This task could also be assigned to a “clearing
house” for a circular economy, as mentioned earlier.
Re-use must be as obvious a stage as purchasing
new products and recycling them. Reverse logistics –
back from user to producer – should be developed to
increase circularity. Resource efficiency also needs to be
weighed against energy efficiency in, for example, vehicles and white goods, where most of the environmental
impact is in the user phase. Here the optimal lifespan of
products in relation to the benefits of newly produced
ones also needs to be analysed. Companies need to be
encouraged to use life cycle analysis to realise the full
environmental benefits. Test dismantling of products
could also facilitate future service and recycling.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT
A tax deduction for repair work and lower VAT on
repairs could promote various types of repair work,
but it is important to first study and define which
types of repair and for which products the deduction
should apply. Since January 2016, the Government has
been discussing reducing VAT for repair services and
increasing the RUT-avdrag (cleaning, maintenance and
laundry tax deduction) to include moving services, gardening and rudimentary IT services. The consequences

of this proposal should be analysed and compared to a
repair deduction. One current government committee
is probably addressing this issue.23 A possible introduction of some of these control mechanisms should take
place at the national level.
The project proposes studying the Government’s
VAT cut proposal and comparing the effects of it
to a repair tax deduction.
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Initiatives relating to labelling materials should be introduced at a global level to facilitate management and
understanding of the process. Information and opinion-forming (e.g. through nudging; see Appendix A)
could further promote demand for recycled materials.
The design of systems for sorting, quality assurance,
standards, classification and labelling for society’s
main material flows should be analysed and the
systems should be introduced over time.
A list of contents of some kind for a number of product
categories is needed to promote traceability, recycling
and re-use of worn-out products. The presentation,
content and management of lists of contents should,
however, be studied, as should what aspects the list of
contents should address (e.g. environmental, spreading
of chemical substances, material contents etc.) To ensure
that Sweden is competitive, it would be desirable for
this to happen at the global level, starting with the EU.
Important aspects to take into consideration are
administrative costs, communication about lists of
contents and the benefits of the lists. Industry-specific

differences need to be identified and analysed (certain
capital goods, for example, already have far-reaching requirements for lists of contents, although the
information is not being used by those imposing the
requirements).24 The purpose of listing contents must
also be made clear. If introduced successfully a system
like this, combined with an expanded system of
money back on returned items, could facilitate waste
collection and increased the volume of waste products
collected. A follow-on effect is that companies’ costs
could be reduced if they use recycled materials.
The contents lists for certain products, such as
construction materials, could be tested in public
procurement as a pilot study to evaluate the benefit
of such a requirement. (For capital goods such as
electronics, however, the reporting requirement is
already far-reaching due to EU legislation, and no
additional content disclosure requirements should
be added). The requirement and its effect need to
be studied at the same time through research. It
is important to carefully examine any competitive
disadvantages and unnecessary documentation burdens.

Increased utilisation
BACKGROUND
The problem of low utilisation of products was highlighted in the project report entitled Pathways to 2050.4
The report stated, for example, that the average car
is parked 92 percent of the time. Wherever possible,
goods and resources should be used more intensely and
efficiently; for example, through co-use/sharing. This
applies both at the consumer level and among players

within and between different industries. However,
society, like the tax base, is built on a different financial
structure than sharing, and to adapt laws and systems
for an advanced sharing economy, big changes need
to take place. Development in digitalisation and the
internet of things will play a very important role and
will lead to many new ways of sharing.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
A trend towards increased utilisation of various products in society requires changed behaviours among
consumers and companies. Incentives are needed to
encourage consumers to go from ownership of to
access to products, and for producers to go from
selling to other business models, such as renting,
sharing, leasing etc. There are, however, some issues

that need to be resolved, such as how this will affect
a company’s bottom line, guarantees and insurances. We also need to study what utilisation reporting
should include and how it should be structured. The
government committee appointed recently headed by
Ola Alterå could help by providing important facts
and proposals.23
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How can we drive infrastructure sharing?
The number of sharing solutions for commercial premises is increasing.They include office hotels, renting
workspace, more flexible spaces and more flexible renting periods. Here the project proposes an optout agreement provision in rental laws (i.e. the option to agree to opt out of a provision) for commercial
premises, to expand special periods of notice and agreements to opt out of the legal protection of tenancy
provision.The law should also make a clearer distinction between business premises and residential property.
In terms of renting parts of premises, the possibility of an agreement to opt out of tenancy protection
that applies when the lease is longer than nine months should be reviewed, and work stations in particular
should be exempt from the law’s application.
To some extent increasing infrastructure use is about encouraging greater mobility in the housing market
(see the Infrastructure chapter). The proposal on removing or reducing the capital gains tax on the sale of
cooperative housing or buildings has therefore been examined by the project. This proposal and its effects
need to be developed and studied. There is a discussion on this under way in Sweden, but the trend seems
to be going in the opposite direction, towards the option to defer capital gains tax instead being removed.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Changing business models, from selling products
to selling access and services, is associated with
numerous challenges relating to insurance, liability,
permits, ownership, rental laws etc. Laws need to
change as society changes and they should therefore
be reviewed.
This needs to happen at both the national and the
EU level.

Utilisation levels for capital goods and infrastructure etc.
should be tracked and documented in a centrally initiated
programme. This process should, however, take into
account the competition, integrity and security aspects
of data gathering, and consider which measurement
methods should be used (material consumption, level of
use or experience). In a subsequent phase the analysis
could serve as valuable input for necessary policy and
control mechanism initiatives.

Effective markets
BACKGROUND
There are, in many cases, no effective markets for secondary raw materials today, particularly at the global
level. In some cases the laws in place are even making
it more difficult to develop these types of marketplaces. Functioning, transparent and fast-moving marketplaces for waste are also needed to avoid the need to
store large volumes of waste.

In the case of most resource-efficiency solutions,
however, upscaling and the capacity to produce large
volumes are significant challenges. Here, the public
sector is an important player with substantial spending power that, by demanding resource efficiency,
could drive development and promote innovation.
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WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
One way of establishing marketplaces for waste
is through industrial networks. There are already
many international examples of this today. The
National Symbiosis Programme (NISP) in the UK,
created in 2003, claims to be the world’s first industrial network programme. Today the NISP is a
platform for inspiring resource efficiency in industry by providing meetingplaces for enterprises.25
FISS, Finish Industrial Symbiosis System, is another
programme, launched by the Finnish Innovation
Fund, Sitra and Motiva. FISS provides networking
opportunities by bringing producers and users of
resources together.26 In Kalundborg Symbiosis in
Denmark, they have gone one step further and created an industrial ecosystem in which by-products
or waste products from one company are a resource
for another in a closed cycle.27 Here the public
sector has a role to play by providing a forum and

platform for private and public sector players to
share information.
The private sector feels that efficient markets are
being obstructed by legislation or the way in which
material flows are managed. This is exemplified
by the need to increase recycling versus legislation
aimed at protecting against dumping of waste, or
the municipal waste monopoly versus private interests to invest in facilities with high environmental
value. The project companies are also experiencing
problems with transporting broken/worn-out products, both within Sweden and across borders within
the EU. Among other things it costs more to obtain
permits between different EU countries than to send
waste products to another continent.
Public sector players could drive development
towards effective markets for secondary raw materials
through, for example, innovation procurement.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT
International examples from Sweden’s neighbours
show the significant positive effects of industrial
symbiosis networks (or even industrial ecosystems),
both within and between various industries. These can
even be spatially distributed networks (which would
in itself provide additional opportunities). Swedish
authorities should therefore act as soon as possible to
study and encourage the creation of various forms of
industrial symbiosis networks.
Easier mobility for secondary raw materials is
desired, and industries want Sweden to drive this
issue within the EU. The European Commission’s
circular economy strategy highlights dumping of
waste in landfills as an area where improvement
is needed. One way of doing this would be to ban
landfill dumping of sorted waste, though a binding goal to reduce landfill waste and by promoting
financial incentives to prevent landfill dumping.28
Simplified and improved definitions are also proposed, as well as harmonised calculation methods
for recycling levels throughout the EU. When it
comes to waste legislation, changes are proposed to
reduce waste transports and reduce leakage outside
the EU’s borders. The Swedish Government should
also be actively involved in this effort and highlight

good Swedish business practices in the area. (The
European Commission’s Circular Economy Package
proposes an “EU-wide electronic information system
for cross-border waste transports.”)29
The Government should provide support
for and influence the EU’s efforts for the free
movement of waste, and ways that simplify the
use of recycled resources within the EU.
To increase volumes of resource-efficient products,
and to reduce the financial risks involved in developing them, public sector players need to lead the way
through innovation procurement. But innovation
procurement also involves risk-taking for public sector players and requires substantial efforts in areas
such as follow-up. Increased support in the form of
funding and know-how is therefore proposed for
public sector players in order to minimise the risks
and give then an important role to play in developing
secondary raw material markets.
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Increase the use of recycled and renewable materials
BACKGROUND
To achieve resource-efficient processes and thereby
improve profitability and competitiveness, efficient
and widespread recycling is essential. The project has
noted, however, that there are several areas where
re-use of recycled materials is not sufficiently encouraged or rewarded, which is evident by the quantity of
recycled materials in several resource flows.
The process for transformation towards greater use
of recycled resources varies from industry to industry,
depending on product turnover and which resources
are involved. There are big differences between, for example, construction waste and textiles, and in the case
of some resources the collection infrastructure needs to
be changed.
There is a difference between waste and production waste or waste in the consumer phase, and this
affects which improvement measures to choose in
different industries. Efficient resource networks and
markets for waste between different industries need
to be created (see above in the Effective markets
chapter).
One important issue in resource efficiency to
improve Sweden’s competitiveness is the value we

create from the raw materials we use in society. As
a point of reference we can mention that Europe on
average only recovers 5 percent of original raw material value after the first product cycle.31 Resources
with a high recycling rate also lose 30–75 percent
of their value.30 This loss in value arises due, for
example, to lack of re-use, repair or renovation, poor
sorting when recycling and recycled resources being
used based on the level of quality they can provide.
Examples of the latter are when high quality allows
are mixed with other waste metals and used to produce reinforcement rods that do not necessarily need
high-quality steel.30
A Swedish goal of more efficient and sustainable
resource use must include ways to facilitate the increased use of renewable materials/resources wherever
possible.
An assessment is also needed of how society should
put a premium on resources with better properties.
Certain materials, such as advanced steel, require
smaller quantities of steel and savings can therefore be
made in materials, carbon dioxide and energy in both
production and use.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
An increased use of recycled and renewable resources
in society is desirable, as is more efficient production
that generates less waste. But a number of problems
need to be solved in order to achieve this:
• High prices on recycled goods. In many industries it can
be more expensive today to use recycled resources
than virgin ones. Recycled plastic is, for example, more
expensive than virgin plastic because the demands
of sorting and transporting are much higher, and the
traceability standards are higher than for plastic from
virgin sources.
• The properties of virgin and recycled materials are not
always comparable.
• Recycling and re-use are not sufficiently encouraged
or rewarded. Many companies are working actively to
reduce their resource usage, but they lack incentives

to recycle materials. There is also a low level of
cooperation and incentives for collecting resources for
recycling – both within and across industries.
• Demand for recycled resources is too low. At this
time demand for certain recycled resources is low.
This may depend on fear and uncertainty about the
quality, functionality or safety of products. Demand
and purchasing behaviour favouring recycled resources
needs to be stimulated in the private sector. Investment
is also needed in new recycling technology in order to
re-use certain resources and the technology needs to
be widely available.
• In certain industries the demand for recycled resources
is greater than the supply, and companies that want
recycled resources find it hard to obtain sufficient
volumes. In cases like these a new recycling industry
needs to be created.
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT
To promote recycling, re-use and renovation, additional analysis is needed as well as measures to improve
knowledge in a number of areas, such as more research
to develop recycling technologies and how the price
of recycled goods can be adapted to promote the use
of them. But the project does not believe that providing subsidies for recycled materials is the right way to
go (see Appendix A. Policies and control mechanisms
linked to resource efficiency). The project would like to
see comprehensive analysis on whether (and in such a
case how) existing policies and control mechanisms are
affecting the choice of recycled or virgin resources. This
study should be placed in a Swedish context and should
therefore also include the policies and control mechanisms at the global/EU level that affect Sweden.
To encourage and promote more recycling and
re-use, the project has also discussed introducing
producer responsibility for several product categories.
This is in line with one of the proposals’ in the EU
strategy for a circular economy.31 The following proposals should therefore have a strong chance of being
expanded at the EU level, which could increase the
possibility of achieving the desired effect.
If increased producer responsibility is to work, it is
necessary to develop how waste fractions are classified,
i.e. additional waste categories should be defined,
introduced and monitored to improve the quality of
recycled materials. This should be combined with a
return-for-cash system for individual product groups to
achieve further resource efficiency.
International partnerships to develop recycling technologies are important and Swedish players should
make better use of the possibility of EU funding
within the Horizon 2020 programme.32 Here public
sector players and research institutes could support
and help industry. National research partnerships and
collaboration are also very important. There is reason
to advocate for a green tax shift at the national level,
even if there are many complex issues surrounding
how best to set it up (see Appendix A).
The price of recycled products and materials should
be reduced, and the tax on labour should be reduced.
This would increase the use of recycled materials
and promote repair. However, in terms of Sweden’s

competitiveness it is also important, for example for
Swedish basic industry (where percentage of labour
costs is low) not to be disadvantaged compared to
the service sector or manufacturing industry, because
basic and manufacturing industries account for a large
percentage of exports, unlike the service sector.
We need a bigger supply of recycled resources and
in this context a bonus-malus system has been
discussed (see Appendix A), mainly for consumer
products, and particularly textiles (clothes), to shift
the consumption of textiles towards products with a
lower environmental impact. Textiles could be divided up based on the Higg Index, the idea of which is
to be able to present a comprehensive view of much
of the life cycle of a product or a company’s sustainability work,33 but adjusted to specifically promote
resource efficiency. Finding the right breakpoint
between bonus and malus is, however, critical if the
system is going to work.
The details of a proposal like this need to be studied and analysed to have the desired effect. Three
aspects are also crucial for how well a bonus-malus
system will work. The first is determining the reason for introducing the system. The second, related
aspect is on what basis things are categorised, i.e.
what is good and what is bad, and the third aspect
is where to place the breakpoint between bonus and
malus. Naturally, the three aspects will differ depending largely on which product the system is to be
introduced for and they should therefore be studied
individually.
ESome caution should also be exercised in introducing a bonus-malus system bearing in mind that
the bonus part of the system may give rise to increased consumption – a so-call recoil effect. There
are also fairness and allocation aspects with respect
to how a system affects the low price segment and
thereby also low income recipients.
The possible introduction of a bonus-malus system is appropriate first and foremost in a national
market. However, globally accepted standards and
certifications need to be the foundation for determining where bonus and malus apply.
To increase the supply of certain recycled materials, the
project proposes a bonus-malus system for textiles.
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In the previous chapter we described the aspects
common to different sectors that prevent and/or delay the introduction of new, more resource-efficient
business models. The focus on the need for policy
development was based on the project’s industry
work groups (Input Goods, Infrastructure, Capital
Goods/Durables, Consumer Products and Food). The
work groups’ conclusions varied due to the specific
conditions and challenges in the different industries.
The majority of the companies (with a large portion
of the infrastructure sector as an important exception) operate in global markets with both global and

local competition, which is why national as well as
EU and global perspectives are needed. It is therefore
important to understand when implementing various control mechanisms that conditions in different
industries may differ significantly. Therefore in this
chapter we briefly describe analysis conducted by
the different work groups of the conditions and
challenges in their own industries. More detailed
descriptions will be presented in separate sector
reports to be published separately. Selected examples
of excerpts of the analysis come from participating
companies.

Input goods
The Input Goods work group is represented by
companies in basic industry, such as the paper and
pulp industry, steel industry, mineral industry and
chemical industry. Input goods also includes the recycling industry which, through the Swedish Recycling
Industries’ Association, has a common vision of being
a raw material supplier of the future. The group as a
whole represents the input goods used in other manufacturing industries and in infrastructure. It can also
be pointed out that the sector is often the first stage
in most resource and value chains. These companies
are often international producers of raw materials
that compete in a global market. The industry is very
significant and is responsible for a large portion of
Sweden’s export revenue.
There is still a need for virgin resources as the volume
of recycled raw materials is not sufficient to supply the
basic and manufacturing industries or other parts of
the private sector and society. There are several reasons
for this. One example is that certain raw materials are
converted chemically or physically when they are used,
as is the case for limestone and forest raw materials.
Recycling of biogenic fibres is limited by the fact that

the fibres gradually become worn out, which changes
their potential for use for other purposes. The use of
certain by-products may be limited where, for example,
demolished concrete, slag from steelworks and other
smelting processes, ore residues etc. are transformed
both chemically and physically when they are used.
These resources are therefore today, in varying degrees, regarded as irreversibly consumed. The industry
therefore welcomes research on how these resources
to a larger extent could be used in their changed state,
as they are currently often referred to as waste. The
group emphasises that implementation of such methods
must have positive effects from a life cycle perspective
because, for example, reversal processes which may
increase the level of material recycling could also be energy-intensive. They must also be financially justifiable
from a commercial and public finances perspective.
At the same time, input goods hold great value for
society, partly through their natural resource capital as
raw material reserves, and partly through the way they
are used to create value for society. The industry believes that policy-makers should draw more attention
to the value to society of natural resources.
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The project companies also believe there is a need to
develop knowledge about the public finances consequences of complex resource systems, especially in the
case of input goods that may go through a chemical
compound process, recycling as materials and energy,
landfill etc.
The risks associated with developing new products
also need to be reduced and this can be seen from two
perspectives. One is that changes in a raw material
are related to a need, or often a requirement, for new

testing of quality/sustainability and environmental performance. Such tests are often very costly and require
the development of new testing methods. The other
perspective is that the production of new materials
may require changes to processes, which is time-consuming and may lead to new and costly permit processes that put production at risk. Cooperation may
help to reduce these costs by ensuring that customer
demand exists and through risk-sharing among companies in the industry, customers and the government.

Infrastructure
The infrastructure sector in this project includes construction companies, building operation and janitorial
companies, as well as plants and related consulting
companies. Infrastructure includes buildings, roads,
railways, power grids, telephony networks, and water
and sewage systems.
The infrastructure sector differs from other industries in that it largely exists in a national market and
is not exposed to global competition in the same
way as other sectors. The level of demolition in the
infrastructure sector is low in relation to how much
is built. It is therefore difficult to close the cycle with
only raw materials/products from inside the sector.
Materials to be recycled/re-used in the infrastructure
sector must be safe and free from harmful substances,
and the quality must be guaranteed. This is particularly important if the sector is to accept materials from
other industries. Information and documentation is
needed for this. But infrastructure also needs to be
designed to minimise the volume of materials used,

which could happen through resource-efficient design
and construction. National material and recycling
standards are also needed, and the standards should
preferably be harmonised throughout the EU.
One problem is that in current systems it is only
necessary to demonstrate that current standards are
being met; it is not required to report a product’s contents. But rules change over time, including in the case
of chemical composition. Since infrastructure stays in
place for a long time, re-using products/materials after
demolition or in connection with reconstruction work
can be problematic. The quality of the materials must
also be guaranteed as they age.
Little infrastructure is built relative to how much
already exists and for this reason the work group
considers it more important to focus on how infrastructure is used. Digitalisation can make it easier to
optimise use, for example through online booking
systems. One idea could be to start with government
and municipal buildings and roads.

Capital Goods and Durables
In this project, capital goods and durables encompass
manufacturing industry and companies in industries
such as automotive, white goods, ventilation, telecommunication and furniture.
In addition to the fact that the capital goods sector
normally acts in a global market, it often combines

different technologies and systems – a product such
as a car or computer can have well in excess of 1,000
components. White goods that are connected to the
internet to optimise use require smart power grid
control – i.e. at least three different industries (white
goods, the internet and energy) need to interface so
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that the customer can use the product easily and
resource efficiently. It is also necessary to look at
resource efficiency in relation to energy efficiency and
product life, because a new lorry, for example, will
achieve a lower overall environmental impact when
the majority of that impact is during the user phase.34
Products that have been rendered ineffective from,
for example, an energy perspective may need to be
replaced, even if they have only been used to a limited
extent. Control mechanisms for capital goods need to
take into account all of these challenges.
As products in this sector are often relatively costly
and usually made of metal (i.e. a “constant material”) but are energy-intensive to produce, ensuring
high utilisation in the user phase is important in
order to increase resource efficiency. Many products from the sector also contain plastic, which is a
complex material to recycle and should therefore be
used more efficiently. A description of the utilisation
level of capital goods could promote transparency
and awareness, which in turn could open up new
commercial opportunities such as sharing services,
improved service offerings, upgrades and other further use of products.
When designing and manufacturing of long-life
products techniques are used today such as replaceability (software is updated remotely), modular

Control mechanisms for
improved utilisation of cars
One category of capital goods of significance in
today’s society is cars, which up to now are being
utilised at a remarkably low rate. Cars are parked
for long periods of time – as much as 92 percent of
the time according to some sources, and even when
they are on the road they rarely occupied by more
than one or two people.
The business model used by carpools is a way of
significantly raising the extremely low utilisation of
cars. Control mechanisms that promote this type of
business model and reinforce this consumer behaviour
are therefore desirable. A legal definition of “carpool”
would be needed and cars that are highly utilised
(including but not exclusively carpool cars) could be
rewarded with respect to parking or congestion taxes.

production and design for simple dismantling.
Development in this direction should be incentivised
to make it attractive to re-use and recycle from the
start.

Consumer products
Consumer products in this project are those produced
in industries such as textiles, hygiene, cosmetics and
retail.
Consumer company products today have a relatively short life compared to products from industries
such as infrastructure and input goods, which means
the turnover of the products is higher. Today a large
proportion of existing consumer products are not
manufactured to be re-used or recycled and consist
largely of new raw materials.
Despite the lack of incentives, used clothes and
textiles are being collected and re-used by many
consumer companies who are motivated by the need
for this happen to create circularity, and that someone
has to take the first step. Paper collection, on the other
hand is an efficient return flow and today around 67

percent of recycled paper is used to make tissue. But
the collection of many other used materials and products is only on a small scale and is not economically
sustainable for many companies or industries with
today’s recycling systems and technologies. A flexible
and constant aftermarket for recycled materials needs
to be established.
The challenge is also to get customers to return a
large portion of their products for recycling. National
and local initiatives are needed to educate consumers
so that they will act more sustainably. Re-use should
be encouraged first, followed by recycling to extract
the greatest possible value and energy from the products. Companies should participate in this process,
although they believe that it should be driven from the
central level.
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Promoting future use of sustainable raw materials
The project’s consumer companies believe that directives should be introduced to promote the use of sustainable materials
in a life cycle perspective (where we can focus on renewable materials and on energy efficiency in manufacturing processes)
and in line with the EU’s REACH chemicals regulations (which is already addressing chemicals that are to be phased out).
The industry also proposes encouraging phasing out unsustainable raw materials that contain undesirable chemicals
or have a poor environmental performance. Certification confirming that materials come from sustainable sources is
very important. For example, the UK has initiated collaboration between industry organisations to stop using palm
oil altogether if it is not certified and responsibly produced under the RSPO (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil). If
industries in Sweden have a common standard for using sustainable raw materials, it would be possible to demand that
other countries follow suit. There is a need to further explore in which areas such a standard should be introduced. There
are already some good examples such as FSC and PEFC (certification for forest industry and its products).

The Swedish Government should also work to
remove trading obstacles hindering resource efficiency. Today, for example, import restrictions on
recycled materials are obstructing collection. Asia, for
example, has import restrictions on things like used
clothes because they are classified as waste rather than
recycled materials. Meanwhile other materials are
traded without restrictions despite strong reasons to
impose environmental, health or financial restrictions
on them.
Cooperation is also needed to reduce industry waste

after garments are produced in the textile industry.
One challenge that is industry-specific to some extent
is that many producers manufacture and deliver products to several different companies and must therefore
change their production processes quarterly (or even
more often). This means that the composition of products is constantly being changed, making it expensive
to analyse waste associated with the new products. In
these cases, globally accepted certification and indicators could be used, such as the Higg Index,35 or waste
on standard products could be analysed.

Food
The project’s Food group has included representatives
from large food retailers, the restaurant and packaging
industries and agriculture, as well as industry organisations and researchers in the food sector.
The food industry differs in many respects from other sectors covered in this report. It is the only sector
whose resources (food) to a great extent “disappear”
(or whose properties are changed) when they are consumed (eaten), which means there is no extended user
phase. This presents different challenges for resource
efficiency efforts.
The Swedish food industry has for several decades
been in decline in terms of international competitiveness. A trade imbalance has been growing, with

import needs growing faster than exports. A lack of
trust and poor information sharing between different
players and in parts of the food flow (such as statistics
on resource flows and waste etc.) have also resulted in
there being no system perspective for resources. The
fact that low prices are still the main consideration
for consumers is believed to be one of the main reasons that so much food is thrown away and wasted.
Control mechanisms are needed in many cases to take
advantage of future resource-efficient commercial
opportunities to a greater extent.
Just as in several of the other sectors covered in the
project, long-term resource efficiency and sustainability is not just about how efficiently the food industry
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Target ambitions from the project’s food companies
Within the food industry the objective of increased competitiveness and resource efficiency
are strongly linked to a need to develop new perspectives on which resources should be used
and how this should happen. This is considered necessary in order to reach the industryspecific objectives the work groups have identified for the food industry up to 2050:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased food productivity without exceeding planetary limitations
Sustainable food consumption without exceeding planetary limitations
Zero tolerance for waist in the food industry
A long-term sustainable way of returning nutrients to agriculture
Fossil-free Swedish food production (by 2030)

In many target areas a very targeted effort is needed within and beyond sectors. Moving towards sustainably returning
nutrients to agriculture is a good example. To achieve this goal by 2050 a concrete plan of action must be produced
within the next few years. This process needs to include a study of how the goal can be reached through investment in
new technology and innovation or whether a costly reconstruction of the country’s sewage system is needed.

uses resources, it is also about inputting the “right”
resources from the start.
New control mechanisms need to be introduced to
create markets for more sustainable resources and
products. These could be financial control mechanisms
to incentivise innovation, production, distribution
and consumption of such products. Another option

is legislation (at both the national and international
levels) for a more favourable competitive climate (for
example, requirements and taxes on imported food
versus domestic food) or to enable the production and
distribution of recycled or re-used resources (which
today is hindered by, for example, infectious disease
protection laws, export rules or other regulations).
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Conclusions – The way forward
Sweden is a highly export-dependent economy for
which the efficient use of natural resources will play
a very significant role in the future. The global markets have already started demanding resource-efficient, non-polluting products, processes and services.
Sweden has significant potential as an exporter of
such products. The efficiency gains in the domestic
Swedish economy from increased resource efficiency and lower pollution will be significant. To take
advantage of this potential, Sweden needs to move
its economy in this direction and build expertise,
business volumes and structures that can support
these types of exports.
The Resource Efficient Business Models – Greater
Competitiveness project, involving around 45 companies, public authorities and academic institutions,
has been looking for answers from an industry perspective to the question of how to take advantage of
commercial opportunities associated with increased
resource efficiency and what resource-efficient business models might look like. The project has also
tried to provide a concrete answer to the question
of what Sweden needs to do to drive its industry towards a high level of resource efficiency. In addition
to the need for innovation to solve the technical challenges, we still need a clear picture of how resources
are actually being used in order to know where efficiency improvement is needed and how we can get a
better understanding of the geopolitical boundaries
(locally, regionally, globally) where various control
mechanisms will be effective and actually lead to
resource efficiency or where they will instead distort
the competitive climate.
The most important conclusion is that we need to act
fast and that improving resource efficiency in society
needs to be based on two cornerstones: incentives to
develop new, innovative resource-efficient products
and services, and market regulation to support and
precipitate the market launch of these innovations.
In the report entitled Policy Development towards
2025, the work groups focused on the second cornerstone: how the existing markets can be steered
towards promoting resource-efficient products and
services. All of the work groups believe that the
industry they represent needs political leadership and

support in order to drive development towards leading in resource efficiency. The following six challenges need to be addressed immediately:
• Analyse and document the flows
• Cross-sectoral collaboration
• Promote traceability and preparation for repair,
renovation and re-use
• Increased usage by means of a sharing economy
and servicification etc.
• Efficient markets for secondary raw materials as
well as collection structures
• Increased use of recycled and renewable
materials
In the course of its work, the project has created
the foundation for a platform for dialogue between
industry and policy-makers on resource efficiency. If regulations and laws are to be redesigned in
a way that promotes a sustainable society as well
as Sweden’s development and competitiveness, an
open and constructive dialogue between the private
sector and policy-makers is crucial. Policy-makers
could subsequently set long-term ground rules for
the market to comply with; rules based on a system
approach, economising with natural resources and
fact-based input to inform decision-making.
In future work for a resource-efficient Sweden, IVA,
as an independent arena for knowledge exchange
between the political, business and academic spheres,
believes that continued dialogue on industry competitiveness, innovation and attractiveness is needed. With the platform the project has created as a
foundation, IVA will continue to work to promote a
society where Swedish industry can offer competitive
solutions to tomorrow’s challenges. This includes a
continued focus on policy development, but also an
emphasis on innovation for resource-efficient business models in business and industry. Here, digitalisation has a very big role to play, as do symbiotic
resource networks and partnerships between the
public and private sectors of industry. Not to mention the role of the public sector as a client, the role
of logistics and the role of the financial sector.
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Appendix A – Policies and control mechanisms linked
to resource efficiency [input for the five work groups
from the Analysis group]
STARTING POINTS AND BOUNDARIES
The starting point for project work focusing on resource efficiency is an efficient market economy, or a
mixed economy with a large public sector. The Analysis
group focusing on control mechanisms believes that
primarily market-driven control mechanisms should
be used to drive development towards greater resource
efficiency. However, market forces cannot themselves
by nature create such a market; in general political
intervention is needed to fix market failures. But
control mechanisms could be designed to use or mimic
market forces to achieve optimal resource efficiency
and technology development. Market players normally
have a natural tendency to strive for efficiency in all
areas, including their use of resources. This, however,
requires the market to function as a perfect competitive
marketplace and for all of the relevant resources to be
owned. This is often not the case, and markets face a
string of problems in the form of market failures. Free
market forces will not lead to optimal resource usage
in society because many types of resources lack proper
ownership control. The following is a short list of the
most common market failures.36
• External effects exist when a financial transaction
affects the value for third parties outside the market. A
classic example is pollution of water or air which has a
negative impact on the health or production capacity of
others, e.g. tobacco smoke that causes harm to others through passive smoking, or industrial waste has a
negative impact on fishing for local fishermen or spoils
drinking water. By introducing taxes, fees, regulations and
subsidies, these effects can be internalised.
• Collective goods are goods with two different properties: (1) one person’s consumption of a product does
not affect the quantity or quality of the same product
which another person can consume, and (2) it is not
possible to stop someone from consuming a product.
One example is air. Large-scale emissions of greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere create external effects for
everyone else, which incurs a collective cost because a

collective resource is spoiled. They lead to floods, heatwaves, changed precipitation patterns and other climate
effects. Collective benefits are collective products that
benefit everyone in society. One example is the police
force. New knowledge about research and development or demonstration facilities can be seen as collective resources because they can benefit several parties
at no (or little) cost and are not fenced in by insufficient

Choosing control mechanisms
It is important to understand the nature of a market
failure before choosing or designing a control mechanism to fix it. In resource and environmental contexts
the basic problem is commonly that the relevant
resources lack owners and therefore markets.
Fossil fuels and climate damage is an example. When
we burn fossil fuels such as oil we do not just use
oil but also the atmosphere – partly as a source
of oxygen and partly as a recipient of CO2. Oil is a
conventional product that is definitely associated
with monopoly tendencies, but that is not the main
problem. The problem is instead that the crucial and
scarce resource is the atmosphere’s, the geosphere’s
and the ecosystem’s ability to assimilate carbon
dioxide. This is a scarce resource – and it is what
is leading to climate damage. Also, the atmosphere
and the ecosystem have no owner that can charge
for the resource: it costs nothing to release carbon
dioxide, and when things are free they are overused.
To resolve this situation we need to find other
ways of putting a price on emissions and rewarding
development of clean technology such as renewable
energy.
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protection for intellectual property rights. The risk here
is that private-sector players will under-invest in such
knowledge generation. A possible control mechanism
to compensate for this is for the political system to
support research and development.
• There is asymmetric information in a market where
parties have access to different prior information, which
makes it harder to achieve an efficient and effective
market economy based on everyone having access to
the same information.
• Incomplete competition. A monopoly in a market means there is only one producer and several

consumers. This leads to a lack of competition and faulty
pricing – in general prices are too high and supply is too
small – which often means there is less incentive for
resource efficiency. In a monopoly market, common environmental taxes can have unexpected effects because
they raise already high prices even higher. Cartels and
oligopolies have similar effects to monopolies. Even if
there is more than one producer in this type of market,
there are too few to achieve a fully competition market.
When one of the abovementioned market failures
occurs, control mechanisms may be needed to steer
the market towards better resource efficiency and
environmental benefits.

WHEN CAN CONTROL MECHANISMS BE INTRODUCED AND AT WHICH LEVEL?
The companies participating in the project believe that
resource efficiency control mechanisms – where they
are needed – should be incentive-based, and based
on facts and a management-by-objectives approach,
and designed in consultation with the relevant stakeholders. (When we talk about control mechanisms we
mean informative, financial, legal or social planning
mechanisms.) Management by objectives means management/control based on defined goals rather than
controlling an organisation’s processes. A management-by-objectives approach should be used instead
of regulating techniques to achieve established goals.
This encourages innovation and creates fair ground
rules for businesses. Dialogue can promote an understanding of the systems in different industries and
enterprises so that the control mechanisms can fully
take into account the real situation of industry players
before policies are drawn up. Finally, it should be
“easy to do the right thing” (i.e. policies and control
mechanisms should not unnecessarily complicate
resource efficiency efforts for companies).
The majority of the companies (with a large portion

of the infrastructure sector as an important exception)
operate in global markets with both global and local
competition, which is why a global perspective is
needed.37
The general idea is that pollution should be regulated
at the level where the damage is being done. Where the
damage is local (e.g. local water pollution), emissions
should be regulated locally because the extent of the
damage can vary greatly depending on the context. On
the other hand, damage must be regulated at the global
level when the damage is world-wide (as in the case
of greenhouse gases). Air pollution across borders is
considered to be one of the most difficult problems in
environmental management.
In addition to voluntary goals or undertakings,
specific control mechanisms such as legislation are
sometimes needed to, for example, phase out harmful
substances (which is so expensive that it requires all
players to convert their production processes simultaneously). There are many ways to categorise control
mechanisms. Table 1 presents a simplified control
mechanism matrix.

Table 1: Types of control mechanisms38
Prices

Rights

Regulation

Information and legal

Taxes

Ownership rights

Technology standards

Common participation

Subsidies

Certificate trading

Performance standards

Information

Fees/charges

Quota trading

Ban

Voluntary agreements

Return for cash

Certificates

Permits, zoning

Responsibility rules

Reimbursement

Management of common land

Procurement

Regulation of the financial sector
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The different types of control mechanisms in Table
1 can be seen as a menu of ways to fix market failures –the reason control mechanisms are needed.
For example, the various rights are heavily linked to
markets that lack owners, while the different control mechanisms in the Prices category etc. could
be used to correct external effects. Regulations can
be used in certain market situations where there is
asymmetric information and incomplete competition,
while Information and legal mechanisms could be an
option in the case of asymmetric (and incomplete)
information. Analysis of market failures and control
mechanisms is usually very complex and many control
mechanisms can be used for a variety of purposes.
Bearing in mind that the market’s problems seldom
exist in isolation, the most effective control mechanisms are not isolated ones; combining different
mechanisms often work best.
Below is an account of ongoing analysis of various
control mechanisms discussed by the project and how
well-suited they are to promote resource efficiency in
Swedish enterprise.
A. Green tax and a green tax shift
The most fundamental of all environmental economics control mechanisms is the tax on negative external
effects, so-called “green tax.”
While products and services that are harmful to the
environment are subject to higher taxes, there may
be no tax on, for example, capital (property tax and
in some cases wealth or capital gains taxes), tax on
consumption (VAT), enterprise (tax on profits) or labour (payroll taxes etc.). This is often called a “green
tax shift.” The idea being that raising one tax (on
resources) does not lead to a larger overall tax burden.
The Swedish carbon tax introduced in 1991 can serve
as an example. When it was introduced, other taxes
were lowered – more, in fact, than revenue generated
from the carbon tax – so the total tax burden as a
percentage of GDP went down. This is how a tax shift
serves as a financial control mechanism that can be
used to shift the tax burden from labour or enterprise
to natural resource consumption. In some cases the
existing tax structure contains taxes that have a negative impact on enterprise and efficiency. If they are
reduced at the same time as a tax on a market failure
is introduced, it is essentially possible to generate
environmental gains while also improving efficiency in
society (e.g. through more jobs). This is a description
of an ideal green tax shift scenario.
Although a green tax shift has benefits and control
effects, a number of challenges and problems need to

The Swedish carbon tax as a green tax shift
At the beginning of the 1990s Sweden introduced
a tax on carbon dioxide. This was part of a major
tax reform which resulted, among other things, in
significantly lower marginal tax on capital and labour.
The reform can be regarded as an early example
of a green tax shift. Over the years the carbon tax
has gradually gone up. Usually increases have been
combined with tax cuts in other areas to avoid
a general increase in the tax burden, to prevent
negative distribution effects and to stimulate job
growth. For example, today around 35 percent of
tax revenue in Sweden comes from labour.39
There has over the years been general consensus
among political parties in Sweden that the carbon
tax should be the primary control mechanism
to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. This
has been called “the Swedish Example” and it has
demonstrated that emissions reduction can be
combined with economic growth. Between the years
1990 and 2011 carbon emissions were reduced by
16 percent while GDP increased by 58 percent.
Today Sweden has the highest carbon tax in the
world. When the tax was introduced the price was
EUR 27 per ton of CO2. Since 2013 it has gone
up to more than EUR 110/ton of CO2. This can
be compared to the price under the EU’s trading
system for energy certificates, which is EUR 10 per
ton of CO2.39
One fundamental aspect of the design of the
system is considered to be that it minimises the
risk of carbon leakage, which can occur as a result
of a negative effect of the tax on the international
competitiveness of businesses when certain sectors
have a lower tax level than households.39
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be addressed to optimise the way it is designed. The
challenges are:40, 41
• The size of the tax – the tax base for tax on resource-intense operations is often significantly smaller
than the tax base for income tax.
• Stability of different tax bases – a successful tax that
drives resource efficiency and thereby reduces consumption results in a lower tax base.
• Pay sensitivity in the job market and price sensitivity
for goods – behavioural adjustment, both in the job
market and consumption of the taxed goods, affects the
outcome of a tax shift.
• International competitiveness – Swedish players may
find themselves in a changed competitive climate compared to the rest of the market, and different industries
can be affected in different ways when the tax burden is
shifted between different tax bases. Lower labour costs
should in general result on more re-use and recycling.
• Administrative complexity – this may lead to higher
costs resulting from design failures.
• Income distribution effects (may in certain cases need
to be addressed).
In general there is no reason to believe that any of these
points will raise significant objections. But it is important to address the fact that political difficulties may
arise when advocacy organisations defend the status

quo and that various political costs affect politicians in
the short term while the benefits of reform are mainly
felt in the longer term.
In a report from 2004, the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency expressed a positive view of a green
tax shift. Unstable tax bases were discussed, but the
agency still concluded that at least the carbon tax was
relatively stable and that tax shifts implemented in the
past have not had any negative impacts on the household economy, regardless of the category of household.42
B. Fee reimbursement and bonus-malus
Introducing fees does not necessarily lead to a bigger public sector; the same is the case with a green
tax shift. A fee is different from a tax in that it is a
payment made to a government agency or municipality to cover a cost. Fee reimbursement is one example
of a revenue-neutral mechanism. Companies can be
reimbursed for the fees they have paid. They pay a fee
in proportion to their emissions and are reimbursed
in proportion to, for example, their production levels.
The net effect of this control mechanism is that companies with above-average emissions make net payments to companies that are cleaner than average.38
Fee reimbursement has several advantages compared, for example, to taxes. Firstly, there is political
acceptance because the net amounts are lower and in
certain cases reimbursements are made. Additionally,

The Swedish NOx charge as a reimbursed fee
The Swedish NOx charge is an example of a fee reimbursement system. It was introduced in 1992 and includes large
combustion plants in various sectors (CHP plants, metal industry, wood industry etc.). The companies included pay
a charge based on the extent of their NOx emissions and are reimbursed in proportion to how much energy they
produce. This control mechanism is designed to incentivise industry investment in NOx-reducing technologies. In 1998
around 400 plants were included, compared to around 200 when the system was introduced.43
Studies show that this control mechanism has resulted in increased investment in cleaning technologies and that it has
helped reduce emissions of NOx per kWh produced. The reimbursed fees are considered the most important factor in
the reduction by 40 percent of emissions from combustion plants between the years 1992 and 2000. In general energy
producers and metal, manufacturing and food industries have been the winners in this system as they have benefitted
from the reimbursements. They have, however, increased their production and thereby also their total NOx emissions,
which is why emission reduction has stagnated. The losers have overall been in the pulp and paper industry, which is
also the only industry that has proposed reforming the system.43
In Norway and France there is an interesting variation of this control mechanism whereby fees are not reimbursed in
proportion to output but as a subsidy for investment in cleaning equipment.44, 45
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a subgroup of polluters may be covered by the control
mechanism without their competitiveness compared
to non-regulated players being affected. Another
advantage is believed to be that fees can be raised and
thereby provide an even stronger incentive to reduce
emissions.38
Bonus-malus is a type of fee reimbursement system.
This Latin term means good-bad. The model for this is
French, but the concept has also been used in Sweden.
The system is mainly used in the purchase of new cars,
where the buyer of a greener car gets a bonus while
those driving particularly thirsty vehicles pay penalties, which are then used to finance the bonuses. A bonus-malus mechanism is therefore self-financing. The
idea is to use financial incentives to encourage people
to buy cars that are less harmful to the environment.
There have been discussions within the project about
whether the bonus-malus idea can be applied for
product categories other than cars.
C. Subsidies
Subsidies are sometimes discussed as a way to promote
the use of recycled or resource-efficiently manufactured
products and materials etc. instead of products made
from virgin materials. However, caution needs to be
exercised when introducing subsidies. There are many
reasons for this: subsidies can have a negative impact
on public finances and the tax base, they can impact
the nation’s exports and imports and be inconsistent
with EU state subsidy rules. Subsidies may themselves
also cause market failures if they are introduced without paying sufficient attention to associated enterprises
or industries or to other policy areas.
If subsidies are introduced they should be justified
by being directly linked to the problems the use of
virgin materials specifically causes. Both recycled and
virgin materials should as a rule be taxed if there are
external environmental effects. As an example, the
project has discussed the idea of subsidies for using
forest raw materials that contributes in a positive way
to Sweden’s climate efforts. Another example is conventional farming of cotton (virgin material), which
requires extensive pesticide use, resulting in negative
environmental and public health effects. Subsidies on
recycled cotton could theoretically reduce demand for
unsustainably produced new cotton.
An area where subsidies are more generally accepted
is where they promote R&D for new technology with
better environmental performance and resource efficiency. Subsidies should preferably be designed so that
they are not permanent or aimed only at one particular
technology (or a certain company), but are general.

D. Differentiated VAT
One way to lower the price of resource-efficient business models and products, such as recycled products
and materials, in relation to new production, is to
introduce a VAT reduction for them. Many countries
have differentiated VAT rates. Sweden has traditionally been cautious about having multiple VAT rates because it leads to inefficiency and increases transaction
costs, and because it has some of the negative effects
mentioned in the case of subsidies.
In January 2016 the Social Democratic Party supported the Green Party’s proposal to cut VAT by 50
percent on certain repair work.46 It is not yet clear
which repair work the proposal applies to, which is
very important in order to evaluate a proposal like
this. All products have both environmental benefits
and drawbacks, and it is hard to identify products
that by definition are only “good for the environment.” A bicycle could perhaps be regarded as one
of the few products that only has positive properties
from an environmental perspective, but even this
could be questioned depending on technology and
context. For many other products it is more complex,
while some goods and services are clearly harmful to
the environment, such as constantly repairing old cars
instead of investing in new and cleaner technology.
One issue with the proposed VAT reduction is that
it only incentivises the repair of a certain type of
product (and not other products); in other words, it
provides no incentives to reduce environmental impact
per se. Furthermore, the situation changes over time,
making it more difficult for the Government to design
an optimal VAT reduction. This can be a problem if
the goods covered by the reduction are changed over
time (for example, bicycles having a higher environmental impact, if only in the production phase).
Another issue that is actualised in the proposed
VAT reduction on repairs is capital turnover. From a
public finances perspective, using existing products
longer should be weighed against buying new ones
(which may often have a lower environmental impact). Products with a longer life are not by definition
always good. For example, we need to weigh the
alternatives against each other and it can be difficult
to predict which product will be the most resource
efficient. It may be a case of buying a new refrigerator
that uses less energy but involves a higher material
turnover (because a new one needs to be produced
sooner) versus repairing an old one (that uses more
energy).
The difficulty is in producing control mechanisms
that handle any warping in decisions between buying
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new and using longer. Despite the fears raised here
relating to this type of control mechanism, the positive
aspects perhaps outweigh the negative ones. Reduced
VAT on repair work could be combined with an information campaign and be seen as an important if symbolic step towards a more resource-efficient society.
E. Repair deduction
A repair deduction, i.e. a tax deduction for repair
services performed, is similar to the ROT (repair,
maintenance, extension work) tax deduction, but
may include property other than real estate. A repair
deduction has good control effects, but the same
problems relating to the proposed reduction of VAT
on repairs apply here too. The objective of a repair
deduction is the same as for the VAT reduction for repairs announced by the Government in January 2016.
On that occasion the Government announced that
it wanted to cut VAT by 50 percent for repair work
on shoes and bicycles, and possibly expand the RUT
(cleaning, maintenance and laundry) tax deduction to
cover more services.47
But it is important to define the products the repair
deduction will cover, and to remember that conditions
change over time and that more discussion is needed on the optimal life of a product from a resource
efficiency perspective. It might be easier to control the
terms more precisely for a repair deduction than is
possible for a VAT reduction. This could be a possible advantage, but here, more studies are needed to
determine precisely which products and which repairs
should be included.
F. Producer responsibility
Another possibility is to encourage recycling and
re-use through producer responsibility. Producer
responsibility means making producers responsible
for collecting and dealing with worn-out products.
The idea is to motivate producers to develop products
that are resource-efficient, easier to recycle and that
do not contain substances that are harmful to the
environment. The statutory and voluntary producer responsibility in Sweden has significantly helped
increase recycling of large volumes of waste. There are
three goals for a producer responsibility mechanism:
(1) to encourage recycling to reduce the use of virgin
resources; (2) to reduce consumption of waste-generating products; and (3) to increase recyclability. The
recycling goal is largely being reached today with respect to the first two objectives,48 but the third objective is not being reached to the same extent.49 Studies50
show that producer responsibility provides essentially

the same results as a tax on purchasing waste-generating products combined with a recycling subsidy, and
that it is difficult to implement a policy that helps to
increase recyclability. One way of increasing recycling is to make it easier to recycle by complementing
producer responsibility with increased support for
research and demonstration.
The EU’s producer responsibility WEEE and ELV
directives (electrical and electronics products and cars
respectively) are European, but not global. Technology
companies that manufacture products under these
producer responsibility directives also export to a
global market. Many of the products are, however,
developed and designed outside Europe, which means
that the objectives of the directives are not always
achieved. Another problem is that a lot of valuable
material is sold and never comes back to the producers. Thus producers are paying for a recycling system
some of the benefits of which never reach them.
In Sweden we have legislated producer responsibility for eight product groups today. These are batteries,
cars, tires, electrical and electronic products, packaging (plastic, metal, paper/board/corrugated board and
glass), recycled paper, pharmaceuticals, radioactive
products and ownerless radiation sources. There are
also voluntary undertakings, similar to producer responsibility, for paper from offices and plastics used in
agriculture. It might be useful to study if there are any
categories of materials which, from an environmental
or resource-efficient perspective, could be included in
the producer responsibility mechanism. One option
would be to assess interest in voluntary action across
different sectors.
G. Social norms and more subtle
ways of influencing behaviour
As our drinking and smoking preferences show,
there are many influences other than price that drive
product choice. A lot of consumer behaviour is driven
by status aspirations or is merely based on old habits.
A deeper understanding of human behaviour is now
integrated into what is called behavioural economics,
and there are many insights in this area that could improve the design of control mechanisms. One popularised version of a control mechanism that steers people
towards changed behaviour is called nudging.51 The
idea is to try to nudge people in a desirable direction
by very small means, i.e. attempting to change behaviour without limiting a person’s freedom of choice. In
other words, options are arranged so that the desired
decision is the easiest one for the person to make.
The principles of choice architecture are key here.
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Choice architecture determines how options are designed or presented and describes the effects of this on
the target group’s decisions. Examples of this are the
number of choices presented, how attributes are described and offering defaults. Choice architecture design can intentionally nudge the target group towards
a desirable behaviour, such as choosing healthier food
or adopting greener behaviour. Examples of nudges
that can be used in choice architecture are various
types of incentives, clear presentation of information,
presenting complex choices in a good structure, providing well though-out defaults and giving feedback
on different choices or behaviours.52
Nudging is a tool used by many to change consumer
behaviour. But it needs to be backed up in the form
of infrastructure and institutions so that the actual
framework for behaviour is also a driver; for example,
the benefits of cycling to work are communicated at
the same time as infrastructure for cycling is established or improved. Studies show that combined control mechanisms improve results, including changing
behaviours.

Nudging tools could also be used in the political
process because policy-makers are also affected by
social norms.52
H. Innovation procurement
Public sector players can drive development towards
efficient markets for secondary raw materials (materials which, after primary use, can be used as a raw
material again) through, for example, innovation
procurement. VINNOVA, the Swedish innovation
agency, described this as: “Procurement that promotes
the development and introduction of new solutions
and innovations. Innovation procurement includes
both procurement that takes place in a manner that
does not exclude new solutions, so called innovation-friendly procurement, and procurement of
innovation, i.e. procurement of development of new
solutions that do not yet exist in the market.”53
Public-sector players can drive social development
towards, for example, increased resource efficiency,
and indirectly influence private sector clients to move
in the same direction.
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Appendix B – Ongoing initiatives
SPECIFIC NATIONAL INITIATIVES CAN SERVE AS INSPIRATION
Extract: Future
One of the three themes of the Government’s future
focus initiative which Kristina Persson, Minister for
Strategic Develop and Nordic Cooperation, is heading is “Green Transformation and Competitiveness.”
The Analysis group’s task has been to identify
challenges and problems, formulate visions, develop strategies and provide proposals for prioritised
action in the medium and longer term. The focus is
on measures to implement over the next two or three
mandate periods. Chairing “Green Transformation
and Competitiveness” are Maria Wetterstrand and
Jonas Karlsson. The group will study ways to bring
about necessary changes so that Sweden will be an
ecologically sustainable society and enjoy competitive economic development.
This work will help to concretise and highlight the
ambition of Sweden and the Nordic countries to lead
by example. The emphasis will be on positioning
Sweden at the forefront in policy development for
green growth in the international policy arena.
Scientific Council for Sustainable Development
(Vetenskapliga rådet för hållbar utveckling)
The Scientific Council was created as an arena for
dialogue between the Government and the scientific
community and to help provide the best possible
scientific basis for policy development in the area of
the environment and sustainable development. The
Council’s Chairman is Karin Markides and its task is
to provide scientific input and help promote a longterm and cross-sectoral approach.
New industrialisation strategy
On 21 January 2016 the Government launched a
new industrialisation strategy to improve the transformation capacity and competitiveness of companies. Four focus areas were chosen: Industry 4.0,
Sustainable Production, Knowledge, Industry and
Testing Ground Sweden. The strategy raises the
following points in areas relevant to the Resource
Efficient Business Models – Greater Competitiveness
project:

Sustainable production:
• Encourage business models that create value based on a
circular economy.
• Ensure that regulations and other control mechanisms
make it easier to produce resource-efficient and environmentally sound products and provide a sustainable
supply of raw materials.
Testing Ground Sweden:
• Aim research and innovation initiatives at areas where
there is a particularly high potential to contribute to
new industrialisation and long-term competitiveness.
• Open up the public sector as industry’s testing
ground to find solutions for social challenges in close
cooperation with players at the local and regional levels.
Increase innovation-friendly procurement.
• Promote cooperation between universities and industry
in research, and develop the research institute sector.
• Make it more attractive for companies to invest in and
run R&D operations in Sweden.
Reduced VAT rate for repair work
The Government announced in 2016 that it wanted to
cut VAT by 50 percent for repair work on shoes and
bicycles. The Government is simultaneously planning
an expansion of the RUT (cleaning and maintenance
services) tax deduction to include services such as
moving, gardening and simple IT services in the home.
The proposed introduction date for the changes is 1
August 2016. (See: http://www.arbetsvarlden.se/notis/s-och-mp-vill-halvera-moms-pa-vissa-reparationer/
for more information.)
Study of the sharing economy
In January 2016 the Government appointed a commission to study how to increase trading in used
goods as well as repair and upgrading of various
products. The Chairman of the committee is Ola
Alterå and it will study what obstacles exist in the
laws and which control mechanisms are needed to
increase product utilisation. The goal for the committee is to achieve a more resource-efficient and
circular economy, through control mechanisms that
will encourage producers, consumers and enterprises
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to buy and sell used products to a greater extent. The
focus of the committee is consumer products and it is
expected to conclude its work in February 2017.
Food strategy
The Government is working on developing a food
strategy for the entire food chain. A long-term food
strategy is an important tool to create the conditions
for sustainable growth throughout the flow – from
primary production to food industry processes, and
then further to exports and Swedish trade, private
consumption, public sector consumption and restaurants. The food strategy work will result in a bill to be
presented before the Riksdag in March 2016.
Council on Environmental Objectives
(Miljömålsrådet)
In 2015 the Government appointed Miljömålsrådet
(Council on Environmental Objectives) in which the
heads of 17 government agencies will work together to
pick up the pace of environmental work. The Chairman
is Maria Wetterstrand. The Council will present a list
annually of the measures that government agencies are
undertaking to implement and will propose areas and
issues that the Government should focus on further.
All Party Committee on Environmental Objectives
(Miljömålsberedningen)
On 1 July 2010 the Government decided to appoint
a parliamentary committee tasked with providing
the Government with proposals on how to achieve
Sweden’s environmental quality objectives and generational goal. The All Party Committee on Environmental
Objectives consists of member from seven of the
parties in the Riksdag as well as government-appointed
experts. The purpose of the Committee is to reach a
political consensus for long-term decisions in the most
complex areas of environmental policy.

Steering towards environmental objectives
In October 2015 the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency launched its “Styr med sikte på
miljömålen”54 (Steering towards environmental objectives) initiative with a mandate from the Government
to present an intensified analysis of how to reach the
environmental quality objectives and the generational
goal. The report contains a summarised analysis of
each of the 16 environmental quality objectives and
an overall analysis of the goals.
The proposals put forward and that relate to resource efficiency are:
• A cohesive policy for sustainable development intended,
among other things, to “increase the requirements
for consequence analysis in the development of
control mechanisms and policy proposals within the
government” and to “strengthen owner directives for
State-owned companies for the purpose of making
them role models for sustainable enterprise.”
• Promoting transformation in society towards a circular
economy by developing the tax system.
• Control mechanism initiatives to increase product life
and encourage repair and maintenance over using and
discarding.
• A study of how VAT differentiation can drive sustainable
consumption, for example, to encourage people to
choose eco-smart food.
• A study of the consequences of a growing sharing
economy, for the purpose of defining benefits and
drawbacks for different environmental aspects and the
need to develop consumer legislation and insurance
systems.

SPECIFIC INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES THAT MAY PROVIDE INSPIRATION
Delivering the circular economy
– A toolkit for policymakers
In June 2015 the Ellen MacArthur Foundation published a report entitled “Delivering the circular economy – A toolkit for policymakers.” The report was

produced jointly by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
the Danish Ministry of Business and Growth
(Erhvervs- og Vækstministeriet) and Environmental
Protection Agency (Miljøstyrelsen) with stakeholders
in both Denmark and internationally. As its name
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suggests, the report provides a toolkit for policy-makers who want to start a transformation towards a
circular economy. It identifies important insights on
how to achieve a circular economy and shows how
the tools presented can be applied in a pilot study of
Denmark.55
“The Green Deal” in the Netherlands
In 2011 the Dutch government introduced a programme called “The Green Deal” aimed at saving
energy, materials and water and stimulating the
economy. The programme is open for business ideas
and initiatives which for some reason could not get
off the ground on their own. A council of representatives from industry, various organisations and the
government assessed the business plans submitted.
The proposals selected did not receive financing, but
instead signed a contract with the government involving knowledge transfer on relevant policies and policy
changes, and access to relevant networks etc. One
interesting outcome is that it has rarely been changes
to existing policies that have resulted in successful
“green deals,” but more often a clarification of existing policies.55
Task Force for Resource Efficiency in Denmark
In 2014 the Danish government created a resource
efficiency work group to make the Danish economy
more competitive and to review existing policies in
resource productivity and the circular economy, identify obstacles and develop solutions. In 2015 the work
group identified obstacles hindering resource efficiency. In 2016–2017 teams will be formed to focus on the
obstacles identified to find the most effective ways of
overcoming them.56
Resource-efficient Europe
In autumn 2009 the Swedish Presidency of the
Council of the EU highlighted challenges and opportunities in simultaneously addressing the financial
crisis and the climate threat. As the Swedish programme for the presidency announced “addressing
both of these challenges is an ambitious agenda for
the EU. But it is also an opportunity for the EU to
simultaneously improve competitiveness, create new
jobs and help improve the environment. This will
require advanced control mechanisms, increased innovative capacity and renewal of European business
and industry.”57
The notion of an eco-efficient economy was a main
theme of the Swedish presidency and was used as a
concept linked to a resource-efficient economy.58 At

the beginning of 2010 the European Commission
presented a long-term strategy in line with the focus
of the Swedish presidency called Europe 2020:
A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth.59 The goal is to improve the EU’s competitiveness and at the same time maintain a social
market economy and increase resource efficiency in
the EU economy. One of the flagship initiatives in
the strategy is focused on concrete ways to increase
resource efficiency and it has resulted in a number
of proposals in several areas, such as energy and
biodiversity.60
Moving towards a circular economy.
At the end of 2015 the European Commission presented a new, more ambitious strategy for the circular
economy, aimed at increasing global competitiveness,
promoting sustainable economic growth and creating
new job opportunities. The strategy should be seen as
a tone-setting document and will be refined to develop
binding goals over time. Measures described in the
strategy include:
• Reducing food waste in line with the
global sustainability goals.
• Development of the Ecodesign Directive.
• A strategy for plastics in the circular economy.
• Drafting of quality norms for recycled raw materials.
The strategy also contains proposals for revising
waste legislation, including:
• EU-wide goal of 65 percent of municipal waste
becoming recycled materials no later than 2030.
• EU-wide goal of 75 percent of packaging waste
becoming recycled materials no later than 2030.
• A binding goal of reducing waste to landfills to a
maximum of 10 percent of all waste no later than 2030.
• Promote re-use and industrial symbiosis.
• Financial incentives for manufacturers to offer more
environmentally sound products in the market and
promote recycling and material recycling.
The UN global sustainable development goals
In September 2015 the US adopted 17 new global goals for sustainable development, aiming for a
more financially, ecologically and socially sustainable
world, and aimed at reducing poverty and climate
impact. The Swedish Government has expressed an
ambition for Sweden to take a leading role in implementing these goals.
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The focus of Resource Efficient Business Models – Greater
Competitiveness is the vision of Sweden leading the way as a clean and
resource-efficient society. Goals for Sweden:
• Promote the emergence of new commercial opportunities with builtin resource efficiency to maximise the value of resources. The project
will also highlight examples of business models for resource efficiency in
various industries.
• Identify policy recommendations and incentives for a transformation to a
resource-efficient economy and create a platform for continued dialogue
between the private sector and political sphere.
The project is being run by the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences (IVA), an independent academy whose mission is to promote the
engineering and economic sciences and the advancement of business and
industry for the benefit of society. In cooperation with the business community and academia, IVA initiates and proposes measures and actions that will
improve Sweden’s expertise and competitiveness. See also www.iva.se

in co-operation with

